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Abstract
This paper proposes a 2D audiovisual text-to-speech synthesis
system that constructs the output signal by selecting and concate-
nating multimodal segments containing natural combinations of
audio and video. We describe the experiments that were con-
ducted in order to assess the impact of this joint audio/video syn-
thesis technique on the perceived quality of the synthetic speech.
The experiments indicate that a maximal level of audiovisual co-
herence present in the output speech improves the perceived qual-
ity when compared to the traditional approach of synthesizing the
visual signal separately from the audio. In addition, we measured
that there is a same maximum allowable desynchronization be-
tween the audio and the image sequence, irrespective whether the
degree of desynchronization is constant or time varying. This tol-
erance is used in the synthesizer for further optimizing the seg-
ment cuttings points in the audio and in the video mode.
Index Terms: audiovisual speech synthesis, multimodal unit se-
lection, audiovisual synchrony

1 Introduction
The task of an audiovisual text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizer is
to create an artificial speech signal, based on some input text.
Where classical auditory TTS systems concern only the creation
of the audible speech mode, audiovisual synthesizers also pro-
duce a talking head accompanying this auditory speech. Their
functionality can be applied in various domains where machine-
human communication is needed. For example, in e-commerce
and e-learning environments, a virtual agent can be useful since
the addition of the synthetic visual speech to the artificial audi-
ble speech will make the user feel more confident and attentive
[1] and will consequently enhance the quality of the communica-
tion towards the customer or student. Audiovisual text-to-speech
(AVTTS) systems can be roughly categorized in two groups: 3D
model based synthesizers and 2D data-based systems. Whereas
the 3D model based systems try to vary the polygons of a 3D
mesh of the head in accordance with the auditory speech, 2D data
based synthesis focuses on the creation of a photorealistic visual
speech signal. This photorealistic output signal can be applied in
a huge variety of applications since it is similar to standard 2D
video and TV-broadcast.

2 Multimodal unit selection for AVTTS
The most common data-driven speech synthesis strategy is the
unit-selection paradigm [2]. Based on the input text, the system’s

linguistic front-end creates a series of phonemic, linguistic and
prosodic parameters, which are then used to select the most ap-
propriate set of segments from a speech database provided to the
system. This selection is based on target cost functions that indi-
cate how well a segment matches the target speech, and join cost
functions which indicate how well two consecutive segments can
be concatenated without the creation of disturbing artifacts. After
selection, these selected segments are concatenated to construct
the final output signal. For a long time now it is known that there
exists an important correlation between the audio and the video
mode in multimodal speech perception, since perceptual effects
like the McGurk effect [3] can drastically degrade this percep-
tion if the presented speech suffers from multimodal coherency
issues. Nevertheless, almost all 2D AVTTS systems described in
the literature, e.g. [4]-[6], synthesize the auditory and the visual
output speech separately from each other. For each mode they
use a different database and a different unit selection computa-
tion, after which both synthetic speech modes are synchronized
and multiplexed into one final output signal. This strategy has
the advantage that, while synthesizing one of the two modes, the
selection of a certain speech unit only depends on the properties
of that particular mode and is independent from the other mode.
The separate selection of the two modes results in a huge amount
of possible audio/video combinations to apply in the final out-
put speech. Also, this strategy has the advantage that the size
of the visual database, used for synthesizing the video track, can
be kept limited in comparison to the auditory database, which is
a huge benefit in terms of data storage. However, synthesizing
both modes separately makes it hard to achieve a constant high
level of intermodal coherence in the output speech, since the re-
sulting signal will consist of artificial combinations of audio and
video. Therefore, we designed a multimodal unit selection tech-
nique where the system selects and joins segments from an au-
diovisual database containing an original combination of auditory
and visual speech. This approach, which was also mentioned in a
preliminary study by Fagel [7], minimizes any mismatch between
the output audio and the output video and it assures a maximal
multimodal coherence in the final speech signal. The downside of
this audiovisual selection strategy is obvious: selecting and con-
catenating an appropriate set of multimodal speech fragments is
much harder than for the unimodal case. The target cost func-
tions have to be defined in such a way that the selected fragments
match the target speech as much as possible in both the auditory
and the visual domain. Furthermore, audiovisual join costs have
to be introduced to ensure a smooth concatenation in both modes.
For more details on the multimodal selection technique applied
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in our AVTTS system, the reader is referred to [8]. It is neces-
sary to investigate the benefits of this coupled audio/video syn-
thesis and to assess the importance of the synchrony and the co-
herency between the synthetic articulations in the audio and in the
video mode of synthesized multimodal speech. In this paper we
describe the experiments we conducted in order to evaluate the
trade-off between freedom in selection/optimization and the min-
imization of audiovisual mismatches that can cause a degraded
perception of the output signal.

3 The importance of audiovisual coherence
for the perceived synthesis quality

3.1 Introduction

In a first series of experiments, we assessed the impact of the joint
audio/video synthesis technique on the perception of the result-
ing synthetic visual speech. These experiments are described in
detail in [9] and partly summarized below. Four different synthe-
sis strategies were used for comparison. As audiovisual data we
used the LIPS08 database [10], containing about 20 minutes of
non-expressive English speech. A first group of samples (MUL)
were synthesized using the multimodal selection and concatena-
tion strategy discussed in the previous section, which means that
these samples consist of concatenated original combinations of
audio and video. The selection parameters were chosen such as to
maximize the synthesis quality of the visual mode by increasing
the weights of the visual join costs at the expense of the audi-
tory join costs. The applied concatenation strategy desynchro-
nized the original combinations of audio and video by maximum
one video frame, which should be unnoticeable for a viewer. A
second group of samples (SAV) were created by synthesizing both
modes separately, using consecutively only the audio and only the
video of the same audiovisual database. After synthesis, the syn-
chrony between both modes was assured by performing a non-
uniform time-scaling on the audio track using WSOLA [11] in
order to align the audio with the video track. Thus, although se-
lected from the same database, the auditory and the visual speech
modes of the (SAV) samples are not intrinsically coherent as it is
the case for the (MUL) samples. The third set of sample sentences
(SVO) were created in the same way as the (SAV) set, but in this
case we used the CMU ARCTIC database [12] of an English fe-
male speaker to create the synthetic audio mode. A fourth group
(RES) contained samples from which the audio mode was directly
extracted from a sentence contained in the LIPS08 database. This
particular sentence was then excluded from the database and the
video mode of the (RES) sample was synthesized using the same
’best video quality’ settings as were used for the (MUL) samples
and for the video track of the (SAV) and the (SVO) samples. Both
modes were aligned and joined in the same way as we did for the
(SVO) and (SAV) samples. Finally, an additional set of samples
(ORI) was added, which contained original audiovisual sentences
extracted from the audiovisual database used for synthesis.

3.2 Perception quality experiment

The main goal in this test was to investigate how the perception
of the visual speech is influenced by the properties of the accom-
panying auditory speech. The participants were asked to rate the
naturalness of the mouth movements displayed in the audiovisual
speech fragments. A 5 point MOS scale was used, with rating

5 meaning ’the mouth variations are as smooth and as correct as
natural visual speech’ and rating 1 meaning ’the movements con-
siderably differ from the expected natural visual speech’. For this
test all five sample sets described in section 3.1 were used. The
results are summarized in table 1.

ORI MUL SAV SVO RES
Mean 4.91 3.37 3.11 2.53 3.01
Median 5 3 3 2 3
ORI - 2.88e-8 2.21e-8 1.77e-8 7.19e-9
MUL - - 0.210 0.00140 0.0474
SAV - - - 0.0118 0.436
SVO - - - - 0.0296
RES - - - - -

Table 1: Mean, median and the significance levels resulting from
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test

3.3 Discussion

Note that for all but the (ORI) samples, the visual mode is synthe-
sized by using the same database and the same ’best video quality’
settings. This implies that any significant difference in perceived
quality of the visual speech will be caused by the auditory speech
played along with the visual mode. The most surprising result
is the difference between the ratings for the (MUL) samples and
the ratings for the (RES) samples. Since the audio track of the
(RES) samples contained natural auditory speech, we expected
an optimal perception of these video tracks. However, the results
indicate that the viewers gave a higher rating to the samples of the
(MUL) group. This shows that for a quality perception of the nat-
uralness of the visual speech signal, a high amount of audiovisual
coherence is more important than the individual quality of the au-
ditory speech. Furthermore, by comparing the (MUL) results to
the (SVO) results, a clear preference for the (MUL) samples in
noticeable. This can again be explained by the fact that the au-
diovisual coherence of the (MUL) samples is much better than
found in the (SVO) samples. It is also worth mentioning that by
comparing the (SVO) to the (RES) samples, there is an indication
that a higher quality of the auditory speech does have a positive
influence on the perception of visual speech. However, compared
to the influence of the multimodal coherence, this impact is only
secondary.

4 Optimal joining of multimodal speech
fragments

4.1 Introduction

High quality concatenation of the selected multimodal segments
should result in an audiovisual speech track which exhibits
smooth and natural variations in both its auditory and its visual
mode. Furthermore, the concatenation of the original combina-
tions of audio and video should not affect their multimodal coher-
ence. In other words, at each time instant the signal in the audio
track of the joined multimodal speech should be accompanied by
its naturally matching visual signal. In this section we describe
some possible approaches to tackle the multimodal concatenation
problem and we discuss the experiments we conducted in order to
assess their impact on the perceived output quality.
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4.2 Join algorithms

In order to join two audiovisual segments, two concatenation ac-
tions are needed: one for joining the waveforms of the audio
tracks and one for joining the video chunks of the visual tracks. In
our 2D AVTTS synthesis, the concatenation in the audio mode is
tackled by a pitch-synchronous crossfade technique, as described
in [13]. This technique minimizes the introduction of anomalous
pitch periods when two voiced speech signals of different pitch
levels are joined. The joining of the two video chunks is achieved
by creating intermediate frames using the mesh-warping tech-
nique. A detailed description and examples of this join strategy
are given in [8]. Summarized, the system first detects for each
frame a set of landmark points which indicate the location of the
lips, the eyes, the nose and the face. These landmark points are
then used as feature primitives for the mesh-warping algorithm,
which creates a series of intermediate frames to morph the mouth
instance found at the end of the first segment into the mouth in-
stance present at the beginning of the second segment.

4.3 Optimal coupling

When two audiovisual segments are to be joined, an audio sample
and a video frame have to be selected in the first and in the second
segment to use as endpoint and as startpoint, respectively. These
points are referred to as cutpoints: the time instances on which the
two segments are cut from the database. For each join, the system
first selects an optimal pair of cutpoints in the audio track, based
on the minimization of the auditory join cost for the particular
concatenation, as described in [13]. Afterwards, the system needs
to select the cutpoints in the visual mode so the video chunks can
be concatenated. Two different approaches were implemented
and evaluated. In a first approach the system tries to minimize
the audiovisual asynchrony by selecting the join-frames as close
as possible to the audio cutpoints. A different technique consists
in optimizing each video concatenation by tolerating some varia-
tions between the cutpoints in the video and the cutpoints in the
audio. However, this will cause extra multimodal incoherencies
and asynchronies of which the impact needs to be investigated.

4.3.1 Approach 1

A first important observation is that the sample rate of the audio
signal (44100Hz) is much higher than the sample rate of the video
signal (25Hz). This implies that locating the ideal join position in
the audio track can be performed on a much smaller scale than
for cutpoint in the video track. The most straightforward tech-
nique to determine the video join position is to select the video
frame that lies on the time-axis the closest to the audio cutpoint.
This will cause a minimal desynchronization between the audio
track and the video track when they are added to the sequence
of already joined segments. However, even the smallest differ-
ence between the cutpoints in both modes causes a discrepancy
between the length of the audio track and the length of the video
track of the selected multimodal segment. This will result in a
desynchronization between the two modes of the audiovisual seg-
ment that will be joined to the output speech after this particu-
lar one. To calculate the resulting asynchrony (DES(i)) for a
certain segment i, we have to take into account the difference in
audio/video startpoint for the particular segment (!SP (i)) and
the difference in length of the already joined audio track and the
already joined video track to which the current segment will be

added (!L(i! 1)):

DES(i) = !SP (i) + !L(i! 1) with (1)

!SP (i) = tvideocut(i)! taudiocut(i) (2)

!L(i!1) =

i!1!

n=1

audiolength(n)!
i!1!

n=1

videolength(n) (3)

The effect of a uniform asynchrony between both modes in au-
diovisual speech perception is well documented in the literature
[14]. The most important conclusion is that humans are highly
sensitive to a lead of the audio track in front of the video track,
but there exists quite a tolerance on the lead of the visual speech
in front of the auditory speech. We can exploit this property to
cope with the unavoidable asynchrony caused by the difference
between the cutpoints in both modes: after calculating the best
audio cutpoint, the join position in the video track is determined
by selecting the video frame that is closest to the audio join posi-
tion and that introduces an audiovisual asynchrony between zero
and one video frame lead of the visual speech, which is calculated
using equation (1).

Figure 1: Optimal video coupling. This figure displays two au-
diovisual signals that are to be joined. The cutpoints in the audio
tracks are indicated. The most straightforward strategy is to se-
lect A3-B3 as join position since this minimizes the audiovisual
asynchrony: it is kept between zero and one video frame lead. A
possible optimal coupling technique is to determine for both sig-
nals a set of candidate frames A1-A5 and B1-B5, from which the
most optimal pair is selected. Note that all other combinations
than A1-B1, A2-B2, etc. will result in an increased audiovisual
desynchronization.

4.3.2 Approach 2

Similarly to the optimal coupling technique applied for the audio
joins, the smoothness of the video mode can be enhanced by fine-
tuning the video cutpoints at each concatenation. Therefore, a
set of possible endframes and a set of possible startframes are se-
lected in the neighborhood of the join positions in the audio mode.
Afterwards, one frame from each set is chosen as final cutpoint,
based on the minimization of the visual join cost calculated for
every combination of endframe-startframe (see figure 1). Note
that this technique will cause extra desynchronizations between
the joined audio and the joined video track, since there will be
an increased and varying difference between the video cutpoints
and the audio cutpoints used at each concatenation. This results
in an audiovisual output signal containing an asynchrony between
its two modes that varies from segment to segment. This optimal
coupling algorithm can be tweaked by three parameters: the max-
imal local audio lead (referred to as negative desync), the maxi-
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mal local video lead (referred to as positive desync) and a search-
length parameter which defines the size of each set of candidate
join frames. This search-length defines the amount of asynchrony
that can be introduced by a single concatenation, while the other
two parameters define the allowed limits of the combined desyn-
chronization effect of consecutive concatenations. This implies
that the set of possible join frames will in general not be centered
around the audio cutpoint, since the absolute value of the mini-
mal and maximal allowed asynchrony will be different and also
because the contribution of the previous concatenations should be
taken into account (equation (1)). In the next section we will de-
scribe the experiments we conducted in order to assess the effects
of this optimal video coupling technique on the perceived audio-
visual synchrony and on the measured and perceived smoothness
of the synthetic visual speech.

4.4 Perception of local audiovisual desynchronization

4.4.1 Subjective test

Literature about the effects of a uniform and constant audiovi-
sual desynchronization on the perception of audiovisual speech
mentions !50ms and +200ms as tolerable bounds for the asyn-
chrony without being noticed by the viewers [14]. However, in
our AVTTS synthesis the introduced asynchrony between the au-
dio and the video mode will be non-uniform, as it varies among
every added segment. To determine an optimal setting for the
minimal and maximal desynchronization parameters described in
section 4.3.2, we conducted a listening experiment were different
settings of these parameters are evaluated. Note that the actual
asynchrony resulting from the optimal coupling technique will
not always reach the maximal allowed levels, since this depends
on which candidate join frames are selected to minimize the join
cost. Thus, the most convenient strategy is to search for the most
extreme values of local desynchronizations that are unnoticed by
the participants and to use these values as future parameter set-
tings. For the listening test we synthesized 5 different sentences
(with mean word count of 17 words) using the LIPS08 database
and various parameter values. Based on the actual resulting de-
synchronizations, we selected 25 samples to cover the range of
asynchronies we want to evaluate. The participants were shown
pairs of sample syntheses of a same sentence, where each time one
of the two samples was an optimized one (thus containing some
varying local asynchrony, see section 4.3.2) and the other a non-
optimized one (thus containing no noticeable asynchronies, see
section 4.3.1). The participants were asked to write down which
of the two samples scored best in terms of audiovisual synchrony.
If they could not notice any difference, they were asked to an-
swer ’no difference’. 7 people participated in the test, 3 of which
were experienced in speech processing. In table 2 the results of
the experiment are summarized. To obtain the values shown in
table 2 we grouped the samples in accordance with their resulting
minimal and maximal local asynchrony. It shows a detection ratio
of less than 20% for the samples where the audio lead is smaller
than 0.04s and the video lead is smaller than 0.2s. These parame-
ters settings will be applied for the second listening test described
later on in this paper. Note that the test set of 25 samples is insuf-
ficient to deliver several samples for each group, which makes it
impossible to define the exact thresholds for noticing non-uniform
audiovisual asynchronies. Nevertheless, the results obtained in
the test are sufficient to determine suitable parameter values for

the optimal coupling technique. Furthermore, it can be seen as
a preliminary study on the effects of a time-varying multimodal
desynchronization on audiovisual speech perception. The results
indicate that the thresholds for noticing non-uniform audiovisual
asynchronies will be quite similar to the values found for uniform
desynchronizations. It seems to be the case that the length of
a multimodal asynchrony occurring in audiovisual speech com-
munication has no influence on the perception: even very short
mismatches (occuring when short segments are selected) between
the audio and the video are noticed. This result is in agreement
with earlier experiments on audiovisual perceptual effects (e.g.:
the McGurk effect [3]), where it was found that even coherence
mismatches lasting only the duration of a single phoneme could
drastically decrease the intelligibility and/or the perceived quality
of the multimodal speech signal.

Min desync
Max desync 0s -0.04s -0.08s -0.15s

0s 0% 26% 90%
0.1s 0% 0% 10% 100%
0.2s 15% 0% 20% 60%
0.4s 46% no samples 40% 100%

Table 2: Percentage of noticed desynchronizations.

4.4.2 Tweaking the optimal video coupling

The results obtained indicate that the introduction of a varying
audiovisual asynchrony often results in a poorer perception qual-
ity. Perhaps it would be safer to adapt the optimal coupling strat-
egy in such a way that no extra asynchrony is introduced. This
can be realized by selecting only those pairs of candidate join
frames that introduce no change in signal length: for the exam-
ple given in figure 1 this implies that only pairs A1-B1, A2-B2,
etc. are considered. The downside is that the amount of possi-
ble combinations endframe/startframe will be much more limited
using this technique, probably resulting in less optimized con-
catenations. For this strategy there exists only a single parameter
to tweak the optimization, namely the search-length that deter-
mines the amount of candidate endframes and startframes. The
higher this value, the more possibilities there are to smooth the
concatenation. However, choosing a high value could result in a
degrading of the multimodal coherence, since at the join instants
artificial combinations of audio and video will occur.

4.5 Objective smoothness measures

To assess the effect of the optimal coupling strategies on the
smoothness of the concatenated visual speech signal, an objective
test was performed. For each synthesized sentence we created
new metadata by tracking the facial landmarks and the PCA coef-
ficients of the mouth area through the movie. A smoothness mea-
sure is defined as the linear combination of the summed Euclidean
differences of the newly tracked mouth landmark positions and
the Euclidean difference of the newly created PCA coefficients
for every two consecutive frames in the final output speech lo-
cated at the transition points between the selected segments. By
summing these measures and by dividing this value by the amount
of sampled differences, we get a single measure for each synthe-
sized sentence. For this test we synthesized 11 different sentences
(mean word count = 15 words) using the LIPS08 database and 6
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different settings, summarized in table 3. The results obtained are
shown in figure 2 by means of a box plot.

Group Method Searchlength Min Des Max Des
I None - - -
II A 0.20s -0.04s 0.20s
III A 0.20s -0.05s 0.35s
IV B 0.08s - -
V B 0.20s - -
VI B 0.40s - -

Table 3: Optimal coupling settings All sentences were synthe-
sized using these 6 settings. For group I, no optimal coupling was
used (see section 4.3.1). For groups II to VI, at each concate-
nation different combinations endframe/startframe were consid-
ered, where in method A every possible combination was allowed
(see section 4.3.2) and in method B only those pairs that keep the
length of the joined video track unaltered were chosen (see sec-
tion 4.4.2).

Figure 2: Measured mean transition costs

Figure 2 shows that the non-optimized samples result in worse
measures than all optimized groups (this was proved by paired
sample t-tests) and that the visual concatenations are indeed
smoothed by the optimal coupling technique. Another impor-
tant result is that there is only little difference between method
A and method B, despite the fact that for a same search-length
value method A takes much more possible combinations of end-
frame/startframe into account. A last observation is the notice-
able improvement of the smoothness measure if the search-length
and/or the tolerable limits of asynchrony are increased.

4.6 Subjective test

4.6.1 Motivation and description

To assess the effects of the optimal video coupling techniques on
the perception of the synthetic visual speech, a subjective listen-
ing test was performed. From the set of samples used in the ob-
jective test described above, we took for each of the 11 sentences
the samples from the groups I, II and V. From each sentence, two
pairs of samples were played to the participants. Each pair con-
tained the synthesis from group I and a synthesis from group II or
from group V. The viewers were asked to write down which vi-
sual speech track they preferred. They were told to pay attention
especially to the smoothness of the mouth movements and to the

audiovisual coherence. If they had no preference, they were asked
to answer ’no difference’. 9 people participated in this test, 6 of
them being experienced in speech processing.

4.6.2 Results and discussion

The summarized preference results are given in table 4. After
converting the obtained data to [!1, 0, 1] rating scores, we per-
formed a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for both comparisons (see
also table 4).

Test Preference Amount
Group I - Group II Group I > Group II 38

Group I = Group II 39
Total = 99 Group I < Group II 22

Group I - Group V Group I > Group V 19
Group I = Group V 60

Total = 99 Group I < Group V 20
Test Asymp. significance

Group I - Group II 0.039
Group I - Group V 0.87

Table 4: Subjective test results

The results indicate that the participants showed no preference
for the optimized samples. For the comparison between groups
I and V, the majority of the answers is ’no difference’ and both
groups are rated equally. On the other hand, there is a notice-
able tendency that viewers disliked the samples from group II in
favor of the non-optimized syntheses. Inspection of the reported
answers and feedback from the participants point out several ex-
planations for these results. Firstly, the answers differ heavily
among the users: some of them tend to generally like or dislike
the optimized samples and some participants answered very of-
ten ’no difference’ while others reported much more preferences.
Furthermore, almost all users informed us that they often did no-
tice an improved smoothness of a certain visual signal, but that
many times those sentences contained audiovisual coherence is-
sues which often forced them to report a preference for the non-
optimized synthesis. Probably this observation explains why es-
pecially the samples from group II were disliked: these contained
a varying multimodal asynchrony caused by the optimal coupling
technique. In contrast to the results obtained in the first subjec-
tive test (see table 2), the parameter settings used are apparently
still too high to minimize any noticeable desynchronization. On
the other hand, it seems that the smoothing effect applied to the
samples of group V is not easily noticed by the users. Even more,
some of the collected answers indicate that this smoothing strat-
egy sometimes causes a decrease in perceived quality. This can be
explained by the fact that this alternative optimal coupling tech-
nique does not introduce any asynchrony, however at the join po-
sitions unnatural combinations of audio and video can occur (e.g.:
the selection of frames A1-B1 or A5-B5 displayed in figure 1).
Apparently, the effect of these small audiovisual mismatches can
be large enough for a user to dislike the smoothed signal over the
non-optimized one.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we studied the impact of the level of audiovisual
coherence on the perceived quality of AVTTS synthesis. In a
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first experiment, the impact of a joint audio/video selection was
evaluated. The results show that the quality of the synthetic visual
speech is rated highest if the multimodal output signal contains a
maximal audiovisual coherence: the samples synthesized using
the multimodal selection strategy were given better ratings than
the samples created by combining different unimodal syntheses.
Furthermore, they were even rated slightly better than the
samples where the audio mode consisted of natural speech. In
addition, we studied the audiovisual concatenation problem,
where we investigated some techniques to smoothen the visual
signal by optimizing the video joins. This optimization causes
time-varying local asynchronies and/or incoherencies between
both output modes. Results from a subjective test indicate
that earlier published values for just noticeable audiovisual
asynchrony hold in the non-uniform case as well (i.e., they hold
for both constant and time varying asynchrony). A possible ex-
planation for this resides in the fact that human speech perception
is for a great deal based on predictions: by observing natural
speech communication we learned what is to be considered as
’normal’ speech. Every aspect of synthetic speech that is not
conforming to these ’normal’ speech patterns will be immediately
noticed. Since varying audiovisual desynchronizations do not
exists in natural speech signals, it can be expected that there
is no such thing as a ’temporal window’ in which we are less
sensitive to the audiovisual asynchrony in multimodal speech
perception. Furthermore, objective measurements proved that the
optimization of the visual joins indeed improves the smoothness
of the synthetic visual speech. However, a subjective listening
test conducted to assess the effects of the optimal coupling on
the perception of the audiovisual speech showed no indication
that users preferred the smoothed synthesis samples over the
non-optimized ones. Quite often the participants did notice an
increased smoothness of the visual track, but they detected that
this results in a decrease in multimodal coherence between the
audio and the video mode. The optimal coupling caused some
sort of disturbing under-articulation effect: rapid variations in
the audio mode are not seen the video mode. These findings
are in line with the results from the first experiment: in order
to attain a high-quality perception of the audiovisual signal,
a maximal multimodal coherence is crucial. The avoidance
of any mismatch between both output modes seems to be as
important as the individual optimization a certain mode. This
implies that an optimized multimodal unit selection, where
the amount of candidate units is increased by decoupling the
original combinations audio/video, will only be advantageous
if we find methods to increase the compatibility between the
separate audio and video. Similarly, a technique to improve
the audiovisual concatenations should be designed in a truly
audiovisual way, where the interpolation is optimized for the
combined audiovisual information in stead of applying two
separate optimizations like in the techniques discussed in this
paper. Sample syntheses of the AVTTS system can be found at:
www.etro.vub.ac.be/Research/DSSP/Projects/avtts/demo avtts.htm.
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